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I'm trying to get a little familiar with Swift3, which is not a native
language to my day-to-day job. I wanted to try some simple real-
world tutorials, so I started with a NSObject subclass. I wrote a

simple class to subclass NSObject: class Person: NSObject { var
name: String = "" override init() { } var name = "" func setName(_
name:String) { self.name = name } func setName(_ name:String){
self.name= name } } The error I get when I run the above code is:
fatal error: Unexpectedly found nil while unwrapping an Optional
value I'm wondering what I'm doing wrong. I want my variables to
be set in the init(), rather than the one that's generated by Swift for

me. I know I'm probably doing something stupid, but what? A:
Remove override keyword because it
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